Breakfast at Tiffany's Parts 3 and 4
1. What does the narrator find on his doorstep, who is it from and what is said?

2. What is left in the narrator's mailbox the following Thursday? How is his reaction?

3. Describe Holly's apartment in this scene!

4. Who greets the narrator there? What is this person's profession? Where is Holly?

5. What does this person tell the narrator? Describe what he says in detail!

6. What is "The Story of Dr. Wassell?" What did Holly do before she could audition?

7. What does the man tell the narrator Holly is planning on doing?

8. Who else comes to Holly's apartment? What are their ages? How did Holly get these people to come to
her party?

9. What types of books are on Holly's bookshelf?

10. What does the narrator find in "The Baseball Guide?" Describe what we learn about this person!

11. How does Holly explain why she has such unusual books?

12. Why did Holly decide not to be an actress?

13. Why doesn't Holly name her cat?

14. What are the "mean reds" that Holly describes? What does the narrator compare them to?

15. Why do Rusty and Holly argue a bit? What did Holly tell Rusty to come to terms with?
16. With whom does Holly suggest that the narrator resume his conversation? Why?

17. Describe Mag Wildwood!

18. Why is Mag there and what does she do when she is there?

19. What does Holly imply that Mag has? How do the other guests treat Mag?

20. What happens to Mag when it's time to leave? What does Holly do with her?

21. How does Holly treat the narrator for his treatment of Mag when she sees him next?

22. Who comes looking for Mag and what does he bring into the brownstone?

23. What does the narrator see Holly and Mag doing one Sunday afternoon? What are they discussing?

24. What is the Latin man's name?

25. What does Holly say she will do once the war is over?

26. What does Holly say about her brother and the narrator? Why?

27. Where will Mag soon move to and when?

28. What does Jose want to become and what does Mag want him to do instead?

29. What do Holly and Mag discuss after this?

30. What does Holly pressure Mag for more details about? What does Mag say?

31. Why does Mag call Holly a "cold plate of macaroni?"

32. What do both women agree on at the end of this section?

